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ABSTRACT

We prove the following theorem. Let 9Ji be an uncountable saturated structure of cardinality X = XK*
and assume that G is a subgroup of Aut (2JI) whose index is less than or equal to X. Then there exists a subset
A of cardinality strictly less than X such that every automorphism of 3JI leaving A pointwise fixed is in G.

1. Introduction and notations

In this paper, SO? will be a saturated structure of cardinality X = X<x in a language
S£ of cardinality less than X. The group of automorphisms of SO? will be denoted by
Aut (SO?). The aim of this paper is to prove the following theorem.

THEOREM 1. Assume that G is a subgroup of Aut (W) of index less than or equal
to X. Then there exists a subset A of cardinality strictly less than X such that every
automorphism of SO? leaving A pointwise fixed is in G.

If the conclusion of this theorem holds, we say that Aut (SO?), or simply 2)?, has the
small index property. Various theorems related to the small index property (with
additional hypothesis on SO?, for countable or uncountable SO?) have been proved. See
[1] for more information and for the relevance of the small index property in the
countable case. In [4], it is explained that Theorem 1 above was the last piece needed
to prove that, from the automorphism group of one uncountable saturated model,
one can reconstruct most of the theory. See also [2], where the same tree technique
(invented by S. Shelah) is used to prove the small index property for some countable
structures.

We fix a language L and a complete theory T; the structures that we shall consider
will be models of T. If S0?o is a structure, we shall denote by Aut (S0?o) the group of
automorphisms of S0?o, and if A is a subset of S0?o, then the subgroup of automorphisms
of S0?o leaving A pointwise fixed will be denoted by Aut,, (S0?o).

If a G Aut (SO?) and A e SO?, then tx[A] will denote the image of A by a. We shall
also consider sequences of automorphisms. We generalise for these sequences the
notions of extension, restriction and conjugation: if y = (g^Jel) is a sequence
of automorphisms of ^ and 5D?0 < 2J?X -< 93?2, then yt50?o =d e f (g ( r2R0; /e / ) ; if
a e Aut (S0?J, then a y a"1 =det(a-gi-<x.~1;iel); a sequence of automorphisms / of
S0?2 is an extension of y if / [^ = y.
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126 DANIEL LASCAR AND SAHARON SHELAH

The group Aut (W) is naturally equipped with a topological structure: a basis of
open sets is

{g • Aut,, (W); A £ OR, card (A) < X and g e Aut (W)}.

So Theorem 1 states that a subgroup G of Aut (W) of index less than or equal to X
is open.

The authors wish to express their gratitude to the organisers of the conference
held in Banff in April 1991, where the result of this paper was discussed.

2. Existentially closed and generic automorphisms

Several notions of generic automorphism have already been considered, in [5] and
in [3], for example, and have been proved to be very useful. To show an existence
theorem, some kind of amalgamation property for automorphisms was needed. We
shall prove this amalgamation property over the so-called existentially closed
automorphisms. In fact, for our purpose, automorphisms will not be sufficient, and
we need to work with sequences of automorphisms instead.

Fix an arbitrary set /. For each iel, choose, once for all, a unary function symbol
af, and let V, be the theory expressing that each of these symbols is interpreted by an
automorphism. If SCR0 is a model of T and y = (gt;iel) is a sequence of automorphisms
of 2R0, we shall denote by T0(y) the following set of sentences in the language

T0(y) = A W UK,U (a,(fl) = b; iel, ae<mo,be<mo and gt(a) = b},

where A(S0io) is the complete diagram of 90io, that is,

A(9W0) = {(j){a) ;(f>GSe,a'\s2i finite sequence from 2TC0 and 2R01= <f>{a)}.

T{y) will be the set of finite conjunctions of formulae in T0(y). It should be clear that
a model of T(y) is (isomorphic to) an elementary extension of 9K0, say 90l15 and for
each iel, an interpretation of ap which is an automorphism of SD21 extending gt.
Conversely, if y0 and yx are sequences of automorphisms of 9K0 and yjl1 respectively,
where 9ft0 -< 9 ^ and y1 extends y0, then T(y0) c JXyJ.

DEFINITION 2. Let StR0 be a model of T and y = (gi;iel) be a sequence of
automorphisms of 9W0. We say that y is existentially closed if, whenever 90^ >- 9W0,
6 — {ht,iel) extends y and (f>(a,ax)e T(0), where a is a finite sequence from 9CR0 and
flj is a finite sequence from 90?15 there exists b in 2ft0 such that <fi(a, b) e T(y).

It is easy to prove that existentially closed sequences of automorphisms exist, but
we shall not do that now because this naturally appears later as a corollary. The nice
fact about those existentially closed sequences is that amalgamation holds for their
extensions.

THEOREM 3. Let y = (gt; / e / ) be an existentially closed sequence of automorphisms
ofWQ, and y1 = (g];iel) and y2 = (g*;iel) be two extensions of y over Wx and W2

respectively. Then there exists a third extension y3 = (g,3 ;iel) over 9W3 and elementary
embeddings ax and a2 from Wl and 2J?2 respectively into 2R3 such that a2f90?o =
a3 r 9^o = ^ (9#0), and y3 extends both OLX • y1 • OL[ 1 and a2 -y

2 • a2
1.
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that 9Rl n 90i2 = 90V It 1S enough
to prove that T{yx) U T(y2) is consistent. By compactness, it suffices to prove that, if
a, ax and a2 are finite sequences from 90t0, 90^ — 90lo and 9Ji2 — 3Jl0 respectively, and
^(a, aj e Tiy1) and (j>2(a, a2) e T(y2), then ^ ( a , a x) A 02(a, a2) is consistent. But, since
y is existentially closed, there exist b1 and b2 in 9ft0 such that ^(a, &x) e r(y) and
(j>2{a,b2)eT(y), and this gives a model of 9^(0, a j A <f>2(a,a2).

The proof of the next lemma, expressing that existentially closed sequences are
closed under unions, is straightforward.

LEMMA 4. Let I be a set, (X, < ) a totally ordered set, and for each xeX,
9Jlx a model of T and yx = (gf; iel) an existentially closed sequence of automorphisms
of9Rx, such that, for any x andy in X, ifx ^ y, then y)lx -< 9Jly and yy extends yx. Then
y = [JxexT* = (UxexYi'iizI) *s an existentially closed sequence of automorphisms of

DEFINITION 5. Let Wl0, Wlx, W2 be such that 90?o^9Kx,
 <mo<

<m2, and let
7o = (£%>*£!)> 7i = (gi'->iel) a n ^ y2 = (gtUel) be sequences of automorphisms of
2R0, 90?! and 90^ respectively, yr and y2 extending y0. Then we say that yx and y2 are
compatible over Wo if there exist 9t >- 90i0, elementary maps fx and f2 from ^ and
9Ji2 respectively into 91, and K = (kt;i€l) a. family of automorphisms of 91, such that

o = id(ORo) and JC extends bothfx• yx-f~
l a n d / . - y , - ^

In the case where 9RX n 9tR2 = 90?o, then yx and y2 as above are compatible if and
only if T{y^) U T(y2) is consistent. Theorem 3 just states that two extensions of an
existentially closed sequence of automorphisms are compatible.

We recall that 9R is a saturated model of cardinality X. We denote

0 = {m0;9Jl0 < STC and card(9W0) < X).

DEFINITION 6. (1) Assume that card(/) < X, and let y = (g^iel) be a sequence
of automorphisms of 901. We say that y is generic if, whenever 90i0 e 0 is such that
gi[W0] = 2TC0 for all iel, 9RX > 9R0 is such that card(2)^) < X, and 6 = (hi;iel) is a
sequence of automorphisms of 90^ extending y [ 9Jl0, one of the two following cases
arises:

(1) there exists a, an elementary embedding from 9RX into 9JI such that
af9Ko = i d W ) ) a n d 7 extends a-0-or1;

(ii) y and 6 are incompatible.
(2) If card (/) ^ X, then y = (gt;iel) is generic if every subsequence of length less

than X is generic.

Generic sequences are existentially closed. In fact, we have more.

PROPOSITION 7. Let y = (g f ; /e / ) &e a generic sequence of automorphisms of9R
and 9Woe0 be such that g{[9R0] = Wl0for all iel and (9Jlo,g{ [9R0)ieI is an elementary
if u {a^ieiysubstructure of (9W,&)i6/. Then yf9ft0 = (^t2R0;/e7) is existentially
closed.

Proof. Notice that (gt f 90io; / e / ) is existentially closed if, for all subsets / ' of / of
cardinality less than X, (g(t2R0;/G/') is existentially closed. So, we may assume that
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card( / )<A. Let 3CRX be an elementary extension of 90?o, and 0 = (h^iel) be a
sequence of automorphisms of S0ix extending y r$D?0. Let <p(a, a^ be a formula in T(9),
where a is a sequence in 90?o and ax a sequence in yjlv We want to find a sequence c
in 90?o such that (j)(a,c) belongs to T(y\W^). Without loss of generality, we
may assume that 90? n 90^ = 9J?0

 a n ^ that the cardinality of W1 is less than X; since
0^o>£1^0)16/ -< (9Ji,^)ie/, it is enough to find a sequence c in 90? such that
</>(a,£)eT(y). We refer to Definition 6: if there exists a, an elementary embedding
from 90^ into 90? such that ar90?o = id(9Q?0) and y extends a-0-or1, then it suffices
to choose c = aCflx)- Let us show that the other case cannot arise, that is, that
T(y) U T{9) is consistent. By compactness, it suffices to show that if y/ib^b^) is a
formula in T(9) and £(bQ, b) is a formula in T(y), where b0 is a sequence from 90?o, bx

a sequence from 90?x — 90?o and £ a sequence from 90? — 90?o, then ^(ft0,6J A £(b0, b)
is consistent. Since

there exists a sequence c in 90?o such that £(b0, c) belongs to T(y {90io), and also to T(0),
so in T{6) we have both £(b0, c) and ^ 5

There are two nice facts about generic sequences of automorphisms. The first,
which is stated in the next proposition, is that two of them are conjugate as soon as
they agree on an existentially closed model. The second, which will be proved in the
next section, is that there are plenty of them.

PROPOSITION 8. Let y)loe®, I a set of cardinality less than X and y = (gt;iel) an
existentially closed family of automorphisms of 9CR0. Assume that 9 = (ht;iel) and
K = (k^iel) are two generic families of automorphisms of^ffi, both extending y. Then
there exists feAut^SER) such that 9 =f-K-f~l.

Proof We use the back and forth method. Let (aa; <x < X) be an enumeration of
9CR, and we define, by induction on a < X, a model 9J?a e 0 and an elementary map fa

from 901a into 90? in such a way that:
(i) if a is even, then, for all fi < a, fl^

(ii) if a is odd, then, for all /? < a, fy
(iii) the applications a -+ 9U?a and a ->fa are increasing and continuous;
(iv) for all a < X and iel, ^[SWJ = 9Ka and 9['$Ra is an existentially closed

sequence of automorphisms of 90?a;
(v) for all a < X,fa • (0 f 9KJ Z; 1 = * I 7 M (so *a = def K \f$kJ is an existentially

closed sequence of automorphisms of/a[90?J).
We start with 99?O and/0 equal to the identity on 90?o. There are no choices and no

problems at limit steps (see Lemma 4). So we assume, for example, that a 4-1 is even,
and we show how to construct 90?a+1 and/a+1.

Let 9fta+1 be an element of 0 containing 90?a, aa_1 and aa, such that

Such a model exists by Lowenheim-Skolem (we have assumed that card (/) < X) and,
by Proposition 7, 9\Wa+l is existentially closed. We can extend fa to 90?a+1: there exist
91 >-/a[9D?J and g an isomorphism from 90?a+1 onto 9? extending/a, and we may assume
that 9? n 90?=/a[$O?J. Call v = (^•(/i<r9Wa+1)^-1;/e/). Then v is a sequence of
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UNCOUNTABLE SATURATED STRUCTURES 129

automorphisms of 91 extending /ca. Since Ka is existentially closed, T(k) U T(v)
is consistent, and, since K is generic, there exists an elementary map g1 from 9? into
2ft, which is the identity on/a[5ftj such that K extends gyv-g^1, which is equal to
g1g(0\Wa+1)g-1g-1. So it suffices to define fa+1 = gxg.

Finally,/= \Ja<xfa is the required automorphism of 90i.

3. Collecting a large number of generics

Our aim is Proposition 10, which will be used in the construction of the tree in the
next section.

LEMMA 9. Let (gt ̂ ielJeJ) be a matrix of automorphisms of SO1?, where
card (/) ^ X and card (J) ^ X, and (90̂  : iel) be a sequence of elements of®. Then there
exists (ht;iel) such that

(i) for all iel, ht e Aut^ {W);
(ii) for all applications <5 :/-•./, the family {ht-gt m;iel) is generic.

Proof. Set

X = {(/„, 9t0,9i15 <5, (fc(; / e 70)) ; / „ £ / , card (/0) < X, S is an application from

/0 into 7, 9l0 ^ 9tx e 0, *, e Aut 0RJ, fc4[9l0] = 9t0}.

We remark that card(X) = X (here we use the hypothesis X<x = X). Let
(xa;a < X) be an enumeration of X. We define by induction on a < X a family
(2R£; /e/) of elements of© and a family //„ = (/i£; /e/) , where /2^eAut(9Ji^), in such
a way that:

(i) SR'o = ^ and /»J is the identity on Wt;
(ii) for all iel, the applications a -»• <HOVa and a ->• /î  are increasing and continuous;
(iii) for all i6/, U.^an*. = 9M and tf =def U«<^ieAut(3M);
(iv) for all applications S from / t o 7, the family {hi-gi m;iel) is generic.
There is no problem for (i) and (ii). To ensure (iii) and (iv), we proceed as follows.

Assume that xa = (/0,9l0,9^, S, {kt; ie /0)) 6 X.
• Find first a model We®, and for each ielo, maeAut(W) such that:

9lo O R ' ;
forallie/0, Wl^W;

for all ielo, ma extends /î .

(The two last conditions are achieved by using a Lowenheim-Skolem argument.)
• If the families (ma • (gt S{i) [ W); / e /0) and (kt; / e /0) are not compatible over 9l0,

then define, for all ieIQ, ^ + 1 = W and /i^! = ma.
• If the families (ma • (gf W) [ W); / e /0) and (kt; i e /0) are compatible over 9l0, then

we can find, for all /e/0, ^ + 1 >• W and /^+1 e Aut (30^+1) which are such that there
exists an elementary map/from 9lx into 99^+1 which extends the identity on 9l0 and
such that, for all ielo, hi

a+l-gi m [WVa+1 extends/•fci-/"
1.

• If »*/0> then ^ + 1 = SOTi and ^a+1 = h{.

We consider now a subgroup G of Aut (90?) whose index is not bigger than X. We
assume, toward a contradiction, that G is not open.

5 BLM 25
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PROPOSITION 10. There exists a generic sequence 2F = (g^iel) such that:
(1) for all moe& and /*eAut(SR0), the set {iel; gt[Wl0 = h and g^G} has

cardinality X;
(2) the set {i'e/;g(eG} has cardinality X.

Proof. We consider the set

It has cardinality X (because X = X<k), and we can construct a set /0 of cardinality X
and a sequence ((90^,/J; /e/0) of elements of X'm such a way that, for all (90io,/)e X,
the set

has cardinality X. Let /x be any set of cardinality X disjoint with /0, and I = Io U lx;
let J be any set of cardinality X.

For all iel and ye /, we define gt} e Aut (901) in such a way that the following hold.
(1) If ielo, then gii ["90̂  = hv Moreover, we demand that the set {gu;jeJ} meets

at least two classes modulo G. This is possible because, as G is not open, none of its
classes contains a non-empty open set.

(2) If iel, then the set {gi}',jeJ} meets all classes modulo G. This is possible
because the index of G is not bigger than X.

Now define arbitrary 2R, for iellf and apply Lemma 9: we obtain a family
(hi;i iel) satisfying the conditions (i) and (ii) of this lemma. Then we choose
an application S from / into J in such a way that:

• if /e / 0 , gt S{i) is not in the class of tqx\
• if ielv gi<S{i) is in the class of hj1.
The family (ht-gt>S{i);ieIQ) satisfies our requirements.

4. Construction of the tree

Denote by Sf = 2<x the set of sequences of 0 and 1 of length less than X, and
y* — {se£f\ the length of s is successor}. We start with a generic family $F as in
Proposition 10 and an enumeration (fla;a < X) of 2)1. We construct, by induction on
se$f, a model 90?se©, an automorphism gse Aut(2Ks) and, if seS?*, automorphisms
hs and ks in Autg,((9R) in such a way that the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) the maps s -* 2WS and s ->gs are increasing and continuous;
(2) for all se^, hs oeG and ht ^G;
(3) forall5e^,*. ;o = *..i;
(4) for all 56 y , for all tcST* such that / ^ s, AJSRJ = Wls, and {ht\

<ms;t^s and
t e y*) is existentially closed;

(5) for all setf and te^* such that / ^ s, gs-(ht[Wla)-g? = kt[Wlg;
(6) for all setf and $ < lgh(s), apeWs;
(7) for all s, the families {ht;t^s,te Sf*) and (kt; t ^ s, t e £?*) are both sequences

of distinct elements of !F (and so they are generic).
If s is the null sequence, define 5D1S arbitrarily and gs = id (2RS). For limit s, there

are no choices and no problems.
Assume that everything has been defined for s. First, let hs 0 be an element in

& n G not in {ht; te^*, t ^ s}. Extendgs toge Aut (2K) in such a way thatg/i^"1 = A:(
for all teS^*, t ^s. To do that, first extend gs arbitrarily to g'eAut(9CR). Then the
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families (#' • ht • g''1; t < s, t e £f*) and (kt; t ̂  s, t e Sf *) are generic, and they agree on
9KS. Moreover, (g' • ht • g'~x \ 9Kg; f ̂  s, t e y *) is existentially closed, so, by Proposition
8, there exists g" e Aut^SM) such that for all t ̂  s, teSf*, kt = g"-g'• ht-g"1 • g"-1.
Take g = g"g ' .

Now, choose 9Jts 0 = 9KS x in such a way that: (a) it is closed for ht, for / ̂  (s,0)
and for g; (b) it contains 2RS and aa, where a is the length of s; (c) (9fts 0, ht [ StRs 0;
t ^ (5,0)) is an elementary substructure of (501,ht; t ̂  (5,0)).

Set gg 0 = gs x = g 19KS 0 and hs x an element of 3F extending hg 0 f yjls 0, not
in G and not in {ht; teSf*, t ̂  s}, and &s 0 = ks x an element of $F extending
gih^tWl^g-1 not in {kt:te6f*,t^s}.

We are now able to reach a contradiction: for each cre2A, let ga = |Jg<(Tgg. Then
gaeAut(W) and for all r < cr, te£?*, ga-htg~1 = fcr Assume that a and T are two
distinct elements of 2X; let s be their largest common initial segment, and assume,
without loss of generality, that (5,0) < a and (s, 1) < T. Then

ga'^s^'Sa = ŝ.O = ^s, 1 = £T'"S, 1 £T >

thus

and since hs oeG and hs X$G, g~x-g^G: G has index 2A in Aut(SDl).
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